
ALL Arabic Zone webinar 
 
You are warmly invited to the Arabic Zone’s latest webinar for Arabic teachers, hosted by 
ALL on Zoom. 
 
Thursday 9th June 2022, from 19:00 to 20:00. 
  
Do visit the ALL Arabic Zone and the HHCL Zone: 
 
 
Programme 
 
Fatima Khaled 
Project-based learning in the Arabic classroom: A case study from a London 
Complementary School.  
 

In this session, Fatima will explore the use of project-based learning as a way to help 
learners of Arabic develop their language skills and creativity. She will share examples of 
pupils’ work, including an art-based project and a film that they produced, inspired by the art 
work discussed in Arabic lessons. 
 
Fatima is Head Teacher of the Peace School in North London, a complementary school that 
provides Arabic language and culture learning for more than one hundred bilingual students. 
She has a PGCE from Goldsmiths, University of London  and has participated in the ground-
breaking Critical Connections: Multilingual Digital Storytelling Project led by the university. 
Passionate about her subject, Fatima is a regular contributor to professional development 
events for teachers of Arabic in the UK and overseas. Fatima is now conducting a doctorate 
research in Education. 
The Peace School has received multiple awards for its work including a British Academy 
Language Award in 2011 and 2012  and European Language Award in 2013 . 
 
Luma Hameed 
Secondary Arabic Language Curriculum: What Really Matters 
 
In this session Luma will share the successful tools she has collected from teaching using 
active digital tools in the classroom, creative sessions I worked on with my classes from year 
7 to year 11 to develop culture/ intercultural awareness. She will include reflections from her 
academic studies in MFL learning that have worked well in her practical life as a teacher, 
and describe how she scaffolded these elements to create ‘Yalla Arabi’ active digital book 
that aims to support the teaching and learning of Arabic effectively and creatively. 
 
Luma has a PGCE and MA in Education: Culture, Language and Identity. A former teacher 
of Arabic and German as a foreign language, she is the founder of the first Arabic active 
book ‘Yalla Arabi’ for KS3 & GCSE Arabic as a foreign language. 
Luma currently leads the Arabic Teachers’ Council in London, and is a teacher trainer and 
author. 
 

Please click here to book your place. 

 

A Zoom link will be sent to those registered on the day of the event by ALL volunteer Steven 

Fawkes. Please check your inbox / spam filter etc.       
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